WALRUS: Wireless Acoustic Location with Room-Level Resolution using Ultrasound
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a system that uses the wireless networking and microphone interfaces of mobile devices to determine location to room-level accuracy. The wireless network provides a synchronizing pulse along with information about the room. This is accompanied by an ultrasound beacon that allows us to resolve locations to the confines of a physical room (since audio is mostly bounded by walls). We generate the wireless data and ultrasound pulses from the existing PCs in each room; a PDA carried by a user listens for both signals. Thus, our approach does not require special hardware. We do not use ultrasound to send data. As a result we dramatically reduce the computational burden on the mobile device while also decreasing the latency of location resolution. Our results indicate that (i) ultrasound detection is robust even in noisy environments with many reflective surfaces; and (ii) that we can determine the correct room within a couple of seconds with high probability even when the ultrasound emitting PCs are not synchronized.

1. INTRODUCTION

Future mobile devices will need the ability to determine their location and, thus, enable location-enhanced computing. Location is a major part of a user’s context and applications can be constructed that adapt to the user’s current location. For example, a calendar reminder system can adapt by adjusting the time of an alarm based on traffic conditions or public transportation options between the user’s current location and their next destination. Applications can be designed that record the current location so as to better classify data for future retrieval. For example, a digital camera can record the location at which each picture was taken. Location can also be used to modify the behavior of existing applications. For example, a web browser can be set up to automatically render web pages associated with the user’s current location.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is by far the most prevalent example of a location system. It uses signals from synchronized orbiting satellites to calculate a three-dimensional position relative to Earth’s coordinate system. There are two issues with GPS that limit its utility in ubiquitous and mobile computing scenarios. First, it requires line-of-sight to at least three satellites for 2-D location resolution (four for 3-D). Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain line-of-sight in most environments where users spend most of their time (i.e., indoors) and in places where most users live and work (i.e., urban centers). Second, and more importantly, a 3-D coordinate does not help a user locate what they need as that coordinate must be translated to a form that is understandable to a person. For example, knowing that someone is 100 meters above sea level at 47°N and 122°W is much less useful than knowing they are in room 572 of the Allen Center on the campus of the University of Washington. Clearly, the information in the latter is much more useful in finding people and services.

Many systems have been designed to provide mobile devices with the capability to monitor their location indoors (some of these will be discussed in detail in the next section and a more complete bibliography can be found at: \textit{http://binary.engin.brown.edu/publication/Positioning_Ref.pdf}). Designers of these location systems need to make several key tradeoffs that affect the system’s usability [5, 7], among these are:

- **Affordability.** A location system should be a minute fraction of the total cost of a mobile device. Cost includes not only the final monetary cost to individual users, but also the cost associated with installation, management, and maintenance of the infrastructure portion of the system.

- **Resource Requirements.** Mobile devices have limited memory, computational capabilities, and
power; the need to accommodate expensive computations not only adds extra cost to the system but also makes it less usable if it shortens battery life.

- **Privacy.** A system that requires a user or mobile device to query a server or host for a location will need to reveal the user’s identity in exchange for this information. This may be considered an undesirable feature for users who wish to remain anonymous. Moreover, the infrastructure-based supplier of this information may charge the user for this service thereby limiting the number of applications and/or their frequency of location updates. With careful design, a system can be devised where a user receives information that helps determine their location without potentially revealing confidential information or even their presence.

- **Portability.** Mobile systems are an evolving technology and some consideration should be given to ensure that a system can be easily maintained during upgrades and across most platforms. To ensure that a system is readily adopted and maintained across several generations of hardware, a location system should consider how and if the system will be able to adapt to future technologies.

- **Precision.** Designers must decide what degree of precision a location system will provide. Precision is defined as the granularity that a system is capable of measuring. Many location systems have been developed with precisions ranging from centimeters to kilometers. For many ubiquitous computing applications, room-level accuracy is an important grain size as it closely relates to the places people often think about. Usually, higher levels of precision correlate strongly with increased cost of the location system.

- **Accuracy.** Designers of location aware systems consider accuracy to be the percentage of the time a known level of precision is reached. For example, a GPS receiver that has a precision level of 15 meters might be accurate 95% of the time in an open field; however, system accuracy will diminish within an office building. Accuracy at the room-level is very important as, for example, it is not acceptable for a context-aware location system to inadvertently connect a user’s laptop to the data projector that is in the conference room next door.

Based on these design factors, many different types of systems can be developed that will meet a variety of unique criteria in the available design space. This paper describes, WALRUS, a location system that emphasizes: low cost, high privacy, high portability, room-level precision, and high accuracy.

A key design feature of WALRUS is that it leverages existing hardware. The WALRUS client can run on any device that can receive WiFi packets and listen to ultrasound (at approximately 21KHz). These capabilities are found in most modern laptops, tablets, and PDAs that usually include integrated WiFi and microphones/speakers. Furthermore, they are likely to make their way into even more devices, such as cell phones and wrist-watches, in the near future with the advent of low-power radio protocols such as 802.15.4 (Zigbee) and ultra-wide-band (UWB).

Section 2 of this paper discusses several other location systems that share similarities with the WALRUS system, but as will be seen later, exhibit important differences as well. Section 3 describes the implementation of WALRUS. Section 4 details the results of our experiments and evaluates how well the system worked. Finally, Section 5 outlines future work that can be done to improve the WALRUS systems and how it may evolve.

2. RELATED WORK

The problem of determining a device’s location has been the topic of countless research endeavors, all of which have had to balance the various tradeoffs between affordability, privacy, portability, precision, and accuracy. As in all engineering disciplines, tradeoffs have to be made; in order to improve one aspect of a project, another aspect must be compromised to some degree. There are no location-sensing technologies that excel at everything. This section describes the strengths and weaknesses of several existing location-sensing technologies in terms of the following attributes: cost, privacy, precision, and operational scope. We will compare the WALRUS system to each of the technologies described in Table 1.

GPS uses time-of-flight calculations from orbiting satellites to triangulate the position of mobile receivers near the surface of the Earth. GPS is similar to WALRUS in that there is no centralized system that tracks the location of the mobile devices. However, GPS operates at a much larger and much more expensive scale than WALRUS. It costs billions of dollars to establish the infrastructure for GPS and the mobile receivers usually cost on the order of USD100. GPS can determine location with a precision of 1 to 5 meters [5]. User privacy is respected since
GPS position information is computed on the mobile devices and the user is in full control of whether their location is reported to others. The infrastructure has no knowledge of who is receiving the signal. One of the weaknesses of GPS is that it does not function indoors or in urban canyons (spaces between tall buildings) without modification since line-of-sight is required for the satellite communications to the mobile receivers. These modifications include the installation of satellite repeaters (or pseudo-lites) to serve a particular area such as a building. Recent advances in GPS receiver technologies are making it possible to receive the signals indoors as well but only at a greatly reduced resolution (due to multi-path effects).

Like GPS, Place Lab provides absolute coordinates describing the position of a device [9]. It functions by determining nearby radio sources (such as 802.11 access points, GSM cell towers, fixed Bluetooth devices, etc.) and looking up their MAC addresses in a client-side database. A position is estimated based on the pattern of beacons seen over time. Place Lab shares with WALRUS the goal of using existing hardware and does not require the purchase of any new devices but, unlike WALRUS, Place Lab provides absolute coordinates rather than room determinations. It is likely that, in an indoor situation, the uncertainty radius of an absolute coordinate will cross several room boundaries as Place Lab’s precision is on the order of 15-30m, making it unclear whether the device is in one room or another. Place Lab is privacy-observing in that location determination is done on the client. There is no centralized infrastructure that tracks devices, and there is no need for additional infrastructure investment since Place Lab relies on the existence of pre-established WiFi access points used to provide wireless connectivity. It simply requires the user to preload a database of access point coordinates. Place Lab can operate anywhere, indoors or outdoors, within the range of 802.11 access points.

Radar [1] is an earlier example of Place Lab’s approach that required a calibration process for the client device. Although it achieved resolution on the order of 5m when finely calibrated it suffers from similar limitations as Place Lab.

ActiveBadge does not provide absolute coordinates like GPS or Place Lab, but rather, it provides room-level positioning within a building. ActiveBadge uses infrared-emitting badges that transmit unique IDs through infrared to room-aware receivers that update the position of the badge in a centralized database [11]. ActiveBadge is similar to WALRUS in that it provides room-level positioning, however unlike WALRUS, ActiveBadge is centrally managed. ActiveBadge does not grant user privacy since a centralized computing system is required to track the location of all the badges. Unlike WALRUS, which relies entirely on existing hardware, ActiveBadge requires both dedicated badges and IR receivers. Although the costs of these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Privacy</th>
<th>Client cost</th>
<th>Infrastructure cost</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Operational Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WALRUS</td>
<td>Client devices compute location</td>
<td>No additional hardware</td>
<td>PC per room + WiFi</td>
<td>room-level</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Client devices compute location</td>
<td>Approx. USD100 receiver</td>
<td>Satellite network</td>
<td>1-5m</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Lab</td>
<td>Client devices compute location</td>
<td>No additional hardware</td>
<td>WiFi, GSM, and/or Bluetooth beacons</td>
<td>15-30m</td>
<td>Outdoor/Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar</td>
<td>Client devices compute location</td>
<td>No additional hardware</td>
<td>WiFi coverage</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActiveBadge</td>
<td>Central server tracks clients</td>
<td>Low-cost badge</td>
<td>Badge IR receivers</td>
<td>room-level</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoolTown</td>
<td>Client devices talk to appliances</td>
<td>IR transceiver</td>
<td>IR transmitter on all objects of interest</td>
<td>3-5m IR</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Bat</td>
<td>Central server tracks clients</td>
<td>Low-cost bat</td>
<td>Ultrasound receivers in ceiling + RF link</td>
<td>5-10cm</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cricket</td>
<td>Client devices compute location</td>
<td>Low-cost client ultrasound recvr</td>
<td>Ultrasound transmitters</td>
<td>1 m² region</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E911/E112</td>
<td>Central server tracks clients</td>
<td>No additional hardware</td>
<td>Cellular network</td>
<td>100m</td>
<td>Outdoor/Indoor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of location sensing systems.
items are not unreasonably high they must be purchased in large quantities and distributed appropriately throughout a building to achieve the desired coverage.

HP’s CoolTown [13] adds IR transmission capability to objects/appliances of interest. Client devices hear objects’ URLs and can access web pages to control the objects or find out more about them. CoolTown also requires line-of-sight between client and object and requires a database of object positions to enable localization.

The ActiveBat system is similar to the ActiveBadge system in architecture. However, ActiveBats use radio-synchronized ultrasound instead of infrared and provide a higher level of precision. ActiveBat-enabled devices emit a pulse of ultrasound when prompted via radio by the infrastructure and are localized in three dimensions within a room, by the centralized system, using measurements from time-of-flight calculations to various ultrasound receivers scattered throughout the room (usually in the ceiling) [4]. The ActiveBat infrastructure is costly both to purchase and to install (requiring detailed surveying of each receiver’s position). Once Active Bat is set up, however, it is capable of locating devices with near-centimeter precision. In contrast, WALRUS provides a much more coarse-grained precision than ActiveBat, but WALRUS can also be decentralized, unlike ActiveBat, and can support a larger number of users because no coordination is required among all the clients, only among the emitters which are bounded by the infrastructure. The information concerning the location of the ActiveBat devices is managed by a central server, thus greatly reducing the privacy-friendliness of the ActiveBat system. This coordination is essential in guaranteeing efficient use of the available ultrasound bandwidth among all the client devices that must emit sound to be positioned. ActiveBats, like WALRUS must operate indoors for the ultrasound receivers to be effective.

The Cricket location system, unlike either ActiveBat or ActiveBadge, emphasizes a lack of dependence on a centralized structure to implement a complete positioning system. The Cricket system uses fixed beacons with known coordinates to emit ultrasound pulses that are used by mobile receivers to estimate position through time-of-flight calculations [8, 10]. Cricket is decentralized like WALRUS, so it preserves privacy by performing location calculations directly on the mobile clients. However, unlike WALRUS, which utilizes pre-existing hardware, Cricket requires the purchase and installation of special beacons and receivers. Once Cricket’s infrastructure is established in an indoor environment, the system provides positioning precision to within 1m² regions within a room (since the ultrasound does not travel through walls).

Finally, E911/E112 systems being developed for cellular phones are another ubiquitous location technology. They are being mandated by governments to help locate the originators of emergency phone calls. These systems rely on cell service providers' ability to triangulate from their cell towers to individual phones. Therefore, the infrastructure computes the location and provides it to emergency services or the user, often for a fee, thereby potentially limiting the applications that will take advantage of this capability. The precision of this approach is much less than GPS and is mandated to be of the order of 100m. Although advances in technology may enable time-of-flight measurements that will radically increase accuracy, this type of system will never be able to provide users with information about the room they are in or even the name of the floor they are on (e.g., 2nd mezzanine or 3rd level of the basement garage) as they require detailed knowledge of each building’s layout and numbering scheme for floors and rooms.

Table 1 summarizes the previous discussion of existing location sensing technologies. The positioning systems WALRUS, GPS, Place Lab, Radar, ActiveBadge, Active Bat, Cricket, and E911/E112 are compared with respect to privacy, cost, precision, and operational scope.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Design

WALRUS is a distinct point in the space of possible positioning systems. It draws different components and ideas from other positioning systems but employs a unique mixture of these elements to achieve its goals. Place Lab and Radar provide the idea of using pre-existing technology to reduce cost: Cricket and GPS provide the concept of decentralization for the purposes of maintaining privacy; Cricket and ActiveBats' use of human-inaudible ultrasound provides the medium for associating locations to devices; and ActiveBadge’s room-level precision provides the inspiration for design simplicity. These concepts are combined in WALRUS to produce a low-cost, private, indoor, room-level positioning system.

Like the Cricket positioning system, WALRUS uses ultrasound beacons to provide mobile devices with the opportunity to determine their location. However,
WALRUS requires no additional hardware. Standard desktop speakers are used to transmit ultrasound and typical PDA/laptop microphones to receive it. In addition, WALRUS uses 802.11 communication as the information-bearing channel (via broadcast UDP datagrams) rather than a specialized radio.

In [6], the use of common computing hardware is used to readily transmit and receive ultrasonic signals without intrusive human obstruction. Unlike [6], WALRUS does not send data in the ultrasound signal – this radically reduces computational requirements and decreases resolution latency. The ultrasound sources do not need to be coordinated and there can be more than one to better cover larger rooms (those significantly more than 10m in any dimension).

As one of the key design considerations of WALRUS is to use preexisting hardware for positioning purposes, all major components of the system reside in software. WALRUS is implemented in Java in order to aid in the portability of the system across an array of constantly evolving mobile technologies. Two main components comprise the WALRUS system: the server-side beacon software and the mobile client software.

A server beacon runs as a desktop PC with attached speakers (most standard speakers easily produce sound in the range we are interested in – around 21KHz); it provides ultrasound for the mobile devices to receive and can send 802.11 packets to access points (APs) in the infrastructure for broadcasting (alternatively, if the PC has a wireless networking capability, it can broadcast the packet itself, but this is not a requirement). A mobile client must have an integrated microphone (such as most PDAs, laptops, and tablets as well as cell phones) that can discern the presence of an ultrasound signal (most mobile device microphones can easily do this) and must be able to receive 802.11 broadcast packets through typical WiFi cards.

The 802.11 packets are broadcast by APs and, depending on how the wireless network (WLAN) is configured, may be heard in an area much larger than that covered by a single room. This will limit the rate at which localization events can occur for each room. For client devices to hear these broadcast packets, they need to be in “monitor mode” (that is, not associated with a specific AP for a network connection). Therefore, currently, we can’t localize while the user is communicating over the network and vice-versa. However, there is no technical reason this problem is not surmountable. Only minor software changes to the APs and wireless interface drivers are needed. This is consistent with a model of ubiquitous broadcast computing advocated in [12].

3.2 Server Software

When initiated, the server software begins by opening and parsing a simple file that contains a description of the room where the server is actually located. The contents of the file can easily be modified to include simple room attributes, such as the name of the room, the amenities available, who to contact in case of inquiries, URLs to relevant web pages, etc. The contents of the room description file are packaged into an 802.11 datagram packet. The server periodically (with some random variation to avoid collisions with nearby servers) broadcasts the room’s data packet (either directly or through an AP) simultaneously with a short audio signal at 21KHz. Of course, an appropriate speaker must be present on the server in order for it to broadcast the ultrasonic signal (a typical desktop PC with typical speakers does just fine – there are no special sound card requirements).

![Figure 1. The ServerBeacon system runs on a desktop PC with typical speakers.](image-url)
The task of the mobile client software is to listen for 802.11 location description packets and then listen for a corresponding ultrasound pulse. Of course, the device may hear multiple 802.11 packets as RF travels through walls but it should only hear ultrasound from speakers in the same room.

Currently, the mobile client software requires the mobile device to have basic recording capabilities and either a floating point processor or floating point emulation instructions. Common mobile devices used throughout the design and development of the WALRUS system include a Dell Inspiron 8200 laptop with a 2.2GHz Mobile Pentium 4 processor and an HP iPAQ 3870 with a 206MHz StrongArm processor both running Linux operating systems. Although these are highly capable systems, we do not see obstacles to transforming our computation to fixed point arithmetic so that it can be performed on less capable devices.

While it does take longer for WALRUS to execute on mobile devices that have only floating point emulation rather than those that use a true floating point processor, we discovered that we were able to minimize the delay due to floating point emulation on an HP iPAQ 3870 by performing the instructions in a software pipelined fashion.

The mobile client component is designed to run whenever it hears an 802.11 location packet. It records audio from the microphone for enough time for a typical room size (e.g., 50-100ms can handle a good sized room of 18m maximum dimension at 25°C). It then looks for energy in the received audio in a small band around 21KHz. If there is a signal there, then it is likely the device is in the room that generated the last location information-bearing 802.11 packet. Conversely, if there is no energy at 21KHz, then it is likely that the device is in a different room. Several readings over a few seconds can quickly provide a high-confidence room-level location estimate. Note that the client device only expends energy on ultrasound detection when it hears an 802.11 location packet. The rest of the time, it performs no ultrasound calculations at all.

The MobileClient class is responsible for instantiating the correct objects to detect 802.11 packets and ultrasonic signals, as well as maintaining a probabilistic location analysis based on the positive detection of ultrasonic and datagram signals. The MobileClient ultimately provides location information to the granularity of a room inside a building based on the reception of 802.11 broadcasts and the corresponding detection of the paired ultrasound pulse.

The room information is in a form deemed appropriate by whoever setup the ServerBeacon in that room. We expect typical information to include: room number, floor, organization to whom the room belongs, phone number for facilities personnel, optionally encrypted occupant information, URLs to web pages describing aspects of the room, etc. For example, a conference room in our department could broadcast: that it is room 403; it is on the 4th floor of the Allen Center; that the building is the Paul G. Allen Center at the University of Washington; a URL to a page with links to the department’s home page, building directory and floor-plan, sign-up calendar for the room; the IP address of a projector available for presentations, the IP address of a large flat panel display, and instructions on how to connect to a guest wireless network.

Also written in Java for portability, the Mobile Client software is comprised of two main components: a DatagramListener (for room information packets) and an UltrasoundListener (see Figure 2).

As already mentioned, the client can’t do localization at the same time as it is communicating over the network for data transfers (e.g., web browsing). The current limitations of wireless cards and APs require two incompatible modes of operation: monitor mode for listening to broadcast packets anonymously without requiring association to an AP (we do not want to require association for reasons of preserving anonymity for clients); and infrastructure mode for two-way
networking with AP association a required part of this mode.

3.3.1 Datagram Signal Detection

The DatagramListener is a thread that continuously receives UDP packets through the 802.11 wireless protocol and forwards these messages, which contain room-identifying information, to the MobileClient. The DatagramListener initializes a multicast socket and waits until it receives a datagram packet. Upon reception of a message, the packet is time stamped and the MobileClient is notified of an available packet for interpretation.

Once a MobileClient receives notification from the DatagramListener that a message has been received, the message is added to a data structure in the MobileClient object that allows later association and probability analysis. The MobileClient then waits for positive ultrasonic detection by the UltrasoundListener. The amount of time to wait is dependent on the size of the room – this data can also be broadcast in the location information packet over 802.11 so that each room provides its own customized timeout interval.

Figure 2. A MobileClient consists of two main parts: an UltrasoundListener and a DatagramListener.

3.3.2 Ultrasonic Signal Detection

The UltrasoundListener thread continuously records audio in the specified interval after the 802.11 datagram is received and notifies the MobileClient when it detects ultrasound. The MobileClient object attempts to correlate the datagram messages with the ultrasound detections in order to find the best match that will provide an accurate room determination. In the Java code, an UltrasoundListener is a thread that acquires an available microphone interface to be used for recording ultrasonic signals and instantiates a pool of UltrasoundAnalyzer threads, which are later used in calling and evaluating the captured audio signals.

The UltrasoundAnalyzer thread has a method called available() which is used by the UltrasoundListener object to determine whether there are available analyzer threads ready to receive data. Analysis of recorded audio data begins after data is available and the analyze() method of an UltrasoundAnalyzer is called. Once the analysis is complete, the UltrasoundAnalyzer thread signals the UltrasoundListener object, records the time if ultrasound was detected and becomes available to analyze another set of data.

The UltrasoundDetector object is responsible for calling an appropriate digital signal processing algorithm. WALRUS currently uses the Goertzel algorithm because, similar to a narrow bandpass filter, it is useful when analyzing a signal for energy in a small band centered on a particular frequency. Additionally, the Goertzel algorithm has several optimizations that allow for very quick computations [2].

The UltrasoundDetector object instantiates three instances of the Goertzel algorithm in order to compare the relative magnitudes of the desired ultrasonic frequency to two adjacent frequencies: one above and one just below 21KHz. Since white noise contains a wide variety of similar frequencies, we can largely eliminate the possibility of detecting unwanted ultrasonic sounds by ensuring that the relative magnitude of the 21KHz frequency is much greater than the relative magnitudes of signals with frequencies just above and below 21KHz. Prior to using three instances of the Goertzel algorithm, false positives were often detected when the doors shut or the detecting microphone heard a whistle or jingling keys. However, once three Goertzel algorithm instances were used by the UltrasoundDetector, no false positives were detected during any of the remaining tests.

3.3.3 Determining the Location

The MobileClient manages a data structure that keeps a running history of the 802.11 packets received. After the MobileClient class has been notified of an ultrasonic detection, analysis must be done to match the ultrasonic detection with an 802.11 packet and derive a probability that the two signals are coupled.

Upon detecting ultrasound, the data structure storing 802.11 packets is examined to determine if at least one 802.11 packet has arrived within the Maximum...
Detection Time. The Maximum Detection Time defines the time interval to be examined. It is determined from the 802.11 packet reception time and the amount of time it specifies to wait for its corresponding room. If only one 802.11 packet is received within the Maximum Detection Time period, then this 802.11 packet is easily associated with the ultrasound signal. If more than one 802.11 packet is present then the ADT, the Average Detection Time, is used to make a decision. The ADT is a value derived from historical data for the current room. It provides some hysteresis to changes in room estimates.

Figure 3 describes the process of associating an ultrasonic signal and 802.11 datagram. In the figure, 802.11 packets from Rooms A, B, and C are considered because they all fall within the Maximum Detection Time range. That is, they may have been the packets associated with the ultrasound signal that was detected. We consider the difference in time between the detected ultrasound and each of the packets received. In the case of Figure 3, the packet for Room C has the smallest difference between its arrival time and the ultrasound detection. We then compare these differences against the current ADT. Since the difference between the ultrasound detection event and the packet for Room B is the closest is value to the current ADT, we associate this ultrasound signal with Room B. This may be wrong and is likely to be corrected when the next round of packets are broadcast as they are probabilistically very unlikely to cause similar confusion. Finally, the ADT for the current room is updated by averaging in this latest detection time difference.

Figure 3. After ultrasound detection, the previous 802.11 messages received are analyzed to determine the most likely match using an average detection time (ADT) derived from recent history.

Once the ultrasonic signal is associated with an 802.11 signal, a probability that the association is correct needs to be determined. Since a history of messages is stored in a data structure, a weighted value is assigned to each element of the history based on how recently the message was added to the history, and whether a sequence of messages exists from a particular room. For example, if three messages are received consecutively from Room A, then not only will Room A receive an advantageous weight value over older messages in the data structure, but it will receive an additional weight since a sequence of consecutive messages was seen from a particular room. The weighted values could be used by an application in a variety of ways, for example, to fetch information about several rooms rather than just one and let the user disambiguate. The value literally describes WALRUS’ confidence level that a mobile device is within a particular room.

4. EVALUATION

WALRUS has proven itself to be a robust system for determining room location. Our tests have shown that it provides accurate and consistent localization with room-level resolution. Anyone carrying a mobile device enabled with WALRUS in a WALRUS-enabled space can walk from room to room and determine their location via the mobile device.

Since the WALRUS-enabled mobile device is able to determine its room location in terms meaningful to a person, it can use this information to provide details about nearby services to the user. An external application could be constructed containing a database of known services and their locations on a virtual map. Once the mobile device learns its position on the virtual map, it would be able to determine what services are nearby and provide navigation descriptions that include hallways, intersections, and other landmarks that can be much more meaningful and effective for people as opposed to simple Cartesian distances.

Attempting to use readily-available technology as a foundation for our system has also proven to be a valid endeavor. Anyone who wants to equip an office building with location technology needs only to install and run our server beacon software on a speaker-equipped desktop system in each room of interest, utilize likely pre-existing WiFi access points, and install and run our mobile client software on a microphone-equipped mobile device of choice. No additional setup or hardware is required for our system.

As a tradeoff to its high degree of reliability, WALRUS suffers slightly from slow performance. Most of this delay is used to increase accuracy as well as reliability. For example, the period of time between server beacon broadcasts must be large enough so that the chances of
For a typical office scenario, we can assume rooms on the order of 25m² and that the ultrasound may travel twice the length of the room to ensure reflections die out. This 10m distance is traversed in approximately 30msec at 20°C. If we assume a 10msec ultrasound pulse, this allows us to realize 25 \((1/(0.030+0.010))\) localization events per second if we schedule each room to fire its beacon packet in turn. If we assume that a typical WiFi AP has a range of 50m and, therefore, covers approximately 100 of our 25m² rooms, then we can localize every 4 seconds. Even though this estimate is somewhat pessimistic as significant space is occupied by hallways and many APs have reduced range through several walls, we feel it is a reasonable rate to expect from WALRUS in practice.

A history of recent room determinations can be kept on the client and used to calculate relative probabilities for room locations so that incorrect room determinations do not immediately cause the mobile device to believe that it is in a different room. However, this increases the amount of time it takes for the mobile client to change its belief in a given room location when moving between rooms because multiple identical room determinations must occur before the mobile client indicates a large enough confidence that it has changed rooms. Experimentation is needed to determine the best values for some of these parameters.

The system as it currently exists is not well suited for interactive map applications since the mobile device’s position on a virtual map would be perceptibly skewed in time from its actual physical location. It could take several seconds for the mobile device’s position on the virtual map to update once the mobile device crosses a room boundary. WALRUS is better suited for non-interactive location awareness in devices that move at human speeds from room to room or that do not need immediate location resolving. For example, WALRUS could be used to help mobile devices connect to infrastructure resources in a particular room (e.g., a smart conference room). WALRUS could also benefit someone who occasionally moves from office to office during the day but who enjoys the benefits of certain location-aware applications on his mobile device. WALRUS is particularly useful for mobile workers who reach a new location and need access to local information.

Though relatively slow, WALRUS does offer accurate ultrasound detection, the critical element for an accurate room determination. According to our tests, the mobile client, consisting of a Dell Inspiron 8200 laptop with built-in microphone, is able to correctly detect ultrasound with little error across distances up to approximately 13 meters. WALRUS is able to achieve this because there is no data to decode in the ultrasound signal. In [3], it was shown that it was not possible to transmit data reliably at 18.4KHz over standard speakers/microphones. In [6], only 95% of packets were decoded correctly over ultrasound at 21KHz even over distances as short as 1-1.5m. Also, in [6], it was shown that it took approximately 15 seconds to transmit an 8-bit room identifier over ultrasound because the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was so low. WALRUS does not suffer from these problems because it only looks for an energy peak at 21KHz and is not concerned with a long-lived transmission for decoding data. WALRUS ultrasound pulses can be as short as a few milliseconds thus reducing latency dramatically.

In order to test our system’s ultrasound detection reliability, we used our server beacon code (running on a Dell Inspiron 600m notebook computer) to broadcast a 10 ms ultrasound pulse at regular intervals from a standard, cheap pair of desktop speakers (Altec Lansing ADA215). We then used our mobile laptop device (Dell Inspiron 600 notebook computer) to execute our mobile client software at varying distances from the server beacon’s speakers. We examined the times at which ultrasound was received on the laptop and tried to correlate these with the regular intervals at which ultrasound was being broadcast. Long periods of time between ultrasound detections were noted as missed detections and short periods of time between ultrasound detections were noted as false positive detections. This set of tests was performed in a computer laboratory environment, filled with both the ambient noise of people working and various shelves and racks that could interfere with the transmission of ultrasound – an environment not advantageous to our approach (see Figure 4 for a photograph of the lab in which the tests were conducted – notice the large metal benches providing many surfaces for ultrasound reflections). The results of these tests are shown in Figure 5.

The percentage of the time that ultrasound was detected when ultrasound was actually present, as well as the percentage of time that ultrasound was detected when ultrasound was not present, is given at various distances from the server beacon. The graph shows that correct ultrasound detection occurs nearly one hundred percent of the time up until about 10 meters away from the server beacon, it drops off sharply after that point. However, it is anticipated that most rooms used to contain WALRUS server beacons will not be so large; such expansive rooms would most likely require multiple sound sources for the same room information. The chart also shows that false positive detections of
ultrasound occur anywhere from zero to three percent of the time and become more noticeable only when the distances are greater. It is possible that the false positive ultrasound detections are caused by delayed ultrasonic sound waves arriving at the laptop through different paths than the direct one traversed by most of the ultrasonic energy. As these findings show, WALRUS is effective at detecting ultrasound at distances up to about 10m – a good distance for most rooms in an office building.

We also performed a variety of trials to determine if common environmental noise would cause the mobile client to detect ultrasound when it was not sent by the server. For these tests we used a typical office in our building that includes whiteboard partitions, book shelves, and many desk surfaces (see Figure 6). The office is 5m by 7m.

In the first trial, the mobile client was placed next to three people in an office having a conversation at normal volume. In the second trial, a variety of MP3- and Ogg Vorbis- encoded music, including Jazz, Rhythm and Blues, Alternative, Classic Rock, and Techno, were played through the server's speakers placed 5ft from the client. In the third trial, the client was left running over two days in an office, while events such as doors slamming, keys jingling, people talking, and cell phones ringing occurred. No ultrasound was detected during any of the trials.

To see whether loud noise affects ultrasound detection, the above musical selections were played on a separate speaker next to the client while the server generated ultrasound pulses. No difference in accuracy of ultrasound detection was observed. The results were not significantly different even in the presence of vertical whiteboards extending to 5 feet in height. The parameter that most affected the results was the orientation of the speakers to the client. The best case is when the client is directly facing the speakers, there is a noticeable drop-off in detection precision after 10m when the client is at 90º to the speakers. However, this distance is greater than the dimensions of the rooms of interest to us. This gives us confidence that our approach can be quite robust and highly accurate in typical office environments.

We also did tests that varied the volume of the speakers to see if we could control “leakage” of the ultrasound out of an open doorway. We tried 5 different volume positions corresponding to Windows XP’s 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%. We felt this was a reasonable, if imprecise experiment as this is the setting most users will adjust on their office PCs and we wanted to reflect that is likely to happen in practice. Within the office, ultrasound detections were almost perfect at all levels for distances up to 5m. We noticed a drop in detection accuracy (down to 88%) at the 20% setting at 5m distance. Leakage out of the office door is shown in the two parts of Figure 7. On the left, the speakers are oriented are far from the door and the two curves show...
detection of 20% and 40% settings. On the right, the
speakers are near the door and the volume is set to 20%.

Figure 6. Office environment similar to that used for
our tests.

We can see that it is practical to have the speakers set at
a low volume in most office settings so that leakage is
confined to the area immediately outside the door. Even if the client is outside the office, this location
determination is likely to be appropriate for hallways.

The certainty with which WALRUS makes room
determinations is dependent on the number of room
location messages that the system is receiving. Since
WALRUS attempts to correlate the times that it
received ultrasound with the times that it received room
location messages, the occurrence of several room
location messages in close time proximity makes it
difficult for the system to choose the best pairing of
802.11 messages and ultrasound detections.

In order to make quantitative assessments about
WALRUS’ ability to correctly determine room
locations, we set up varying numbers of server beacons
to broadcast different room messages. Each of these
server beacons was located in the same room and used
the same AP to broadcast its location description
packet, but only one of the beacons was equipped with
standard desktop speakers for broadcasting ultrasound.
Every time the mobile client correctly determined that it
was in the room described by the room message from
the beacon with speakers, this was noted as a correct
room determination. Every time the mobile client
determined that it was in the room described by the
room message from one of the other beacons, this was
noted as an incorrect room determination. The results
of these tests with varying numbers of server beacons
are given in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Leakage of ultrasound past office door for
two different positions of the speakers (shown as two
triangles).

Figure 8. Room determination reliability with
varying numbers of server beacons.

This chart shows the percentage of time that the mobile
client correctly correlated ultrasound detection with the
room message being broadcast by the beacon with
speakers. As seen in the chart, WALRUS has near-
perfect location determination with only two server
beacons running – as one might expect, the chance of
 collisions is low. However, this accuracy drops as the
number of beacons using the same AP increases. With
six server beacons running, the mobile client is only
able to correctly determine room location about 84% of
the time. In order to view the trend of decreasing
accuracy for larger numbers of server beacons, this test
was also run with 25 server beacons broadcasting
different room messages. As the chart shows, this large
number of beacons within range of the mobile client causes the accuracy in room determination to drop below 50%. Thus, it can be seen that WALRUS’s ability to correctly correlate ultrasound with received room messages drops steadily as the number of running server beacons within range of the mobile client increases. Use of historical data provides some smoothing that corrects many of these errors at the cost of some further latency in room determination.

In order for WALRUS to be an effective indoor positioning system, the number of location description messages received by mobile clients from nearby server beacons can be reduced fairly easily by limiting the server beacons to broadcast UDP packets only through their local WiFi AP so that the number of beacons heard in a region is reduced to the minimum. In fact, we envision a basic device that can be left in a room (or connected to a PC) with a purposely short-range WiFi transceiver and an ultrasound-optimized speaker. Such a package could easily cost on the order of USD20 and be very trivial to configure – it simply needs a room information packet and transmission period with dynamic information available from a central server that sends packets to all of these units. Each can pick out the information relevant to its room. In this manner, we would expect to reduce the number of server beacons that can be confused by a client to only a few. Two or three localization events (8 to 12 seconds) then provide a high probability of a correct room determination. More importantly, such a specialized device obviates the need to keep a PC running in every room and could be made small enough to just fit into an electrical outlet, light switch, or even light bulb socket.

The WALRUS positioning system suffers slightly from slow performance, but it is highly reliable and accurate in office-scale environments. It is useful for all the situations in which we initially anticipated it being used. WALRUS is definitely not perfect. There are several tuning parameters to be experimented with and there is still a great deal of work that could be done to make it faster and more expandable to larger-scale environments with more densely packed rooms.

5. FUTURE WORK

Several options exist for future work to improve the WALRUS system. One key feature that still needs to be examined is to determine how well WALRUS works when it is deployed in a large-scale setting. Due to time constraints, we have only been able to extensively test WALRUS in a small-scale environment consisting of a few rooms although we have run tests with many more server beacons. It is believed that scaling WALRUS should be possible with very little additional effort. Since no specialized hardware is needed, only installation of the WALRUS software is needed to begin exploring the effects of using the system in an environment with many rooms and corresponding servers.

Multiple avenues could also be taken to improve ultrasonic detection. Currently, WALRUS uses floating point instructions within the Goertzel algorithm to analyze the data recorded from a mobile device. It is possible to implement the Goertzel algorithm using fixed point arithmetic; this optimization would eliminate the use of costly floating point emulation instructions and radically speed up analysis leading to an even lower-power implementation that could be ported to an even wider range of devices – our intention is to ultimately have WALRUS running on a wrist-watch. Additionally, we believe alternate signal analysis methods might be developed that are less computationally intensive than Goertzel, but still appropriately for WALRUS.

Currently, WALRUS has a very high level of accuracy with room level precision. We have also discovered that we are often able to quickly interpret ultrasonic signals across very large rooms. One experiment that should be considered is to determine what amount of accuracy, if any, can be sacrificed in order to obtain a higher level of precision. By using time-of-flight or alternate methods it may be possible to accurately narrow the system’s estimation of a user’s location within a room to several square feet. This would bring more Cricket-like functionality to WALRUS.

Integrating WALRUS with Place Lab could help our disambiguation of multiple WiFi room information packets. Place Lab can be used to determine a coarse 3-D location that can be used to filter the room location packets for only those that are truly possible and eliminate outliers from rooms further away. This would allow us to dramatically increase the rate of localization events as rooms within the same AP’s range could generate ultrasound pulses in parallel.

Finally, we are developing a set of building-scale applications that use room-level location information. Many were described as examples throughout this paper. We also plan to integrate WALRUS with our Ubiquitous Broadcast Computing infrastructure (UBC) that uses similar concepts of WiFi broadcasts to distribute information to mobile users [12].
6. CONCLUSIONS

There exist a wide array of systems that provide a mobile device with information that can be used to determine that device’s location. After analyzing several existing location aware systems, we decided it was possible to design a system that uses only pre-existing hardware, but is still capable of providing a user with enough information to derive their location with room-level granularity. We borrowed key design features from systems such as Cricket and ActiveBadge and were able to incorporate elements of those designs into WALRUS and created a system where no specialized and costly hardware is needed. The resulting system takes advantage of the built-in microphones available on many mobile devices and the existing speakers common to most desktop systems to create a location system that allows a mobile device to privately detect ultrasonic signals and correlate these signals with WiFi packets broadcast by a desktop system stationed within a given room (through APs in the infrastructure). We found this system to be an accurate, manageable, and extremely affordable solution for determining the room in which a device is located within environments such as large office buildings. Many simple adjustments can be made during future implementations, which could increase the overall performance and precision of the system.
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